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This is only possible by involving other foreign countries, who have different and new ideas. Manufacturing is
vital to a nation, it fosters a strong domestic economy, generates employment sustaining family wages and
salaries, resulting in decent standard of living for the working class. According to XX, the rates, at which
companies are outsourcing IT jobs, cannot be compensated with the new advancements in IT. By outsourcing
product quality can be improved, lowering production costs which in turn are passed down to the consumer
and increasing overall productivity of the business. There are, however, other avenues for policy response that
most economists think could be generally beneficial. Spencer Emeritus of International Sematech chair ,
summarizes the leadership concerns by suggesting that a blend of market forces and foreign policies is
creating powerful incentives to reallocate new chip fabrication overseas. Summary 3 4. S control Mascarenhas
 The outsourcing today is a fairly recent development however. Pro 3: Outsourcing can distribute jobs from
developed countries to developing countries. While some might see the local job loss as a negative effect of
outsourcing, the increased profits that can result are hard for companies to resist. Two incomes are often only
barely enough to keep afloat month to month and leave little room for savings, whether it be saving for college
for their children or for retirement for themselves. Outsourcing means using a third party to make a product or
perform a service the company used to make or perform itself. Most recently, it has come to mean the
elimination of in-house staffing to overseas staffing, where salaries are markedly lower. People have been
outsourcing jobs for decades. Outsourcing also diminishes the purchasing power of workers and shrinks their
presence in the consumer market. Bottom Line Outsourcing is a complicated issue that tends to provoke strong
reactions. For one, a firm has access to a large workforce at its disposal relived of maintaining it on permanent
basis. The semiconductor business demonstrates the problems arising from outsourcing key industrial sectors
critical for preservation of critical national security requirements. So, if the same U. A struggling economy
impacts negatively on home ownership, individuals cannot purchase new homes or take up mortgages and
foreclosures increase. Countries trade to achieve and maximize economies of scale in production. Page No. S
leadership in chip design and manufacturing will erode with unpleasant consequences. For example, if a firm
requires urgently a specialized software engineer it will be much cheaper to outsource the service than training
a staff member. For smaller companies in particular, outsourcing can be a gamble. No single country can
produce want it requires domestically. More importantly, by being flexible firms can deliver on projects
timely to the satisfaction of the clients Ching  The guarantee of protection from the approaching economic
turmoil is not certain. Quality and effective risk management are two integral parts of offshore outsourcing
services. For example, electronic assembling firms in China partner with more than two electronic
manufactures, firms sharing one assembler can benefit from the supply chain such as sourcing from a chip
maker or glass display maker. The SmartAdvisor matching tool can help you find a person to work with to
meet your needs. This deficit cannot be scaled down if economic activities continue to be exported overseas.
Their dependence on a third party contribution makes it hard to completely deal with the unemployment
menace in the US Gnuschke et al. The origins of outsourcing can be traced far back as the first Industrial
Revolution, when business moguls began to seek out new methods of increasing revenue while minimizing
expenditures While outsourcing service benefits American firms, studies show it takes jobs from middle-class
Americans and adversely affects the The Pros and Cons of Outsourcing words - 15 pages Introduction This
paper is a general overview of outsourcing. Thus, costing the U.


